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Tau and hani have both been awarded the
2017 Standard Bank Ovation Award.

The Market Theatre takes

Grahamstown
by storm
It is a week of success for the
Market Theatre Foundation
at the National Arts Festival in
Grahamstown with both Hani
and Tau scooping the Standard
Bank Ovation Award. With four
productions across the National
Arts Festival’s Main, Student
Festival and Fringe programmes
and with these two accolades
already garnered in the first week
of the Festival the Market Theatre
is set to affirm its reputation as
South Africa’s leading creative
hub for producing and presenting
thought provoking, inspiring and
original South African theatre.
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Devised and directed by Leila
Henriques, Hani is inspired by the
hit American musical Hamilton.
Told through hip-hop, rap, ballad
and high-powered energetic
dances, Hani is a contemporary
and inspiring story about the life
and times of assassinated political
leader, Chris Hani. The presentation
of Hani at the Festival coincides
with the 75th anniversary of the
birth of the charismatic leader.
Following its huge success at the
National Arts Festival Hani will
be be staged at the 969 Festival
at Wits Theatre. The popular

Johannesburg curated by Gita
Pather will take place from 14 - 30
July.
TAU played to full houses at the
Market Theatre late last year.
Throwing the spotlight on the
taboo of homosexuality during
a sacred “manly” ceremony TAU
is a sensitive portrayal about
cultural values that have remained
unchanged for centuries and are
difficult to question.
The Market Theatre Foundation is
also supporting the winner of the
2015 Zwakala Festival and recipient

of three Naledi Awards for 2016,
TAU, to tour to the National Arts
Festival. The Zwakala Festival which
is the Market Theatre’s flagship
development programme for
community theatre will celebrate
its 25th anniversary in October.
Students from the Market Theatre
Laboratory have a long track
record of success at the National
Arts Festival. The 2017 Standard
Bank Young Artist for Theatre,
Monageng Vice Motshabi, is an
alumnus of the Market Theatre
Laboratory. He joins the ranks
of two other alumni, Mncedisi
Shabangu and Prince Lamla, who

won the Standard Bank Young
Artist award in 2003 and 2013
respectively.
Motshabi will premiere Ankobia
on the Festival’s main programme.
Set in the futuristic land of
Pelodikgadile where it is forbidden
to remember anything that
happened before the new state
was formed Motshabi’s political
allegory is co-written with the
Omphile Molusi, winner of the
2007 Brett Goldin Bursary which
gave him a UK stint at the Royal
Shakespeare Company. Molusi
currently teaches at the Market
Theatre Laboratory.
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TAU
Dates and Times:
03 July at 20h30
06 July at 12h00
07 July at 1400
Venue:
Drill Hall
The play is set in the Free
State where cultural norms
and traditional practices still
play an important part in the
community. Tau lives in a conflict
of modern and traditional norms
deeply rooted in African history
and mythology. His father is a
traditionalist and a community
elder and his mother a neo
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traditionalist with the ability to
be swayed. Once confronted
with this conflict, he embarks
on a journey of discovering
his manhood, himself and his
Sesotho culture.
The story deals with sensitive
cultural issues that have
remained unchanged for
centuries and are difficult to
question. It also deals with the
taboo issue of homosexuality in
the midst of a sacred “manly”
ceremony. The play does not
wish to shun the cultural beliefs
of its audiences, but wishes to
ask people to look to themselves
and whether they are abusing
the power rooted in customs on
the grounds of ignorance or as a
calculated choice...LEROTHODI !!

pop
icherri
Dates and times:
04 July at 10:00
05 July at 20:30
06 July at 14:30
Venue:
St Andres Hall

ANKOBIA
Dates and times:
7 July at 20:00
8 July at 14:00 and 20:00
9 July at 12:00
Venue:
Rhodes Box Theatre

In Pop iCherri presented on the
Student Theatre Festival, love,
lust, beliefs and perceptions,
emotion and devotion, religion
and culture all come crashing
together in the Market Theatre
Laboratory production. This
devised play explores themes
about virginity.
#MTLiCherri
#MTLatNAF17

The 2017 Standard Bank Young
Artist for Theatre, Monageng
Vice Motshabi’s play, ANKOBIA,
is set in the futuristic land
of Pelodikgadile where it is
forbidden to remember anything
that happened before the new
state was formed. Motshabi’s
political allegory will have a
season at the Market Theatre
after its premiere at the National
Arts Festival.
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The Market Theatre packs

the suitcase

for UK Tour
The Market Theatre’s production
of Es’kia Mphahlele’s well-known
story The Suitcase will make its UK
premiere through a five-theatres
partnership funded by the
National Lottery (UK) and the Arts
Council England’s Strategic Touring
fund. The five UK theatres are Hull
Truck Theatre, Northern Stage,
Derby Theatre, Lancaster Dukes
and Liverpool Playhouse.
The tour which will commence
in August will mark the Market
Theatre’s two year programme of
reflecting on the writings of Es’kia
Mphahlele and will culminate in
2019 at the Market Theatre with
the centenary of the renowned
writer and intellectual.
“It is with such an excitement
beyond words that we are taking
Es’kia Mphahlele’s moving tale on
tour to Yorkshire starting at Hill
Truck Theatre’s as part of the 2017
Hill Festivities celebrations”, sad
James Ngcobo the Artistic Director
of the Market Theatre.
Ngcobo will direct The Suitcase
with a strong cast led by
Siyabonga Twala, Desmond Dube,
Masasa Mbangeni and John Lata
amongst other actors. Music
for the original production was
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composed by Hugh Masekela.
“We have been given another
opportunity to relook at the
original production. I have roped
in Bheki Khoza to re-arrange the
music with me. All the original
songs that I composed for this
piece will be given a different
treatment that will underscore
the piece even more” said James
Ngcobo.
The UK tour of The Suitcase
affirms the Market Theatre’s
reputation of blurring
geographical location and crossing
borders to build relationships.
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The Market Theatre takes
lead in informing Cultural
Policy
The Department of Arts & Culture
has released the third draft of
the Revised White Paper on
Arts & Culture for comment.
Twelve submissions made by
the CEO of the Market Theatre
Foundation, with regard to policy
developments in respect of the
theatre industry, have been
included in the third draft of the
Revised White Paper.

We have a valuable role to play in
also taking a lead in the cultural
policy development process. That
all twelve proposals submitted by
the Market Theatre Foundation
have been considered and have
been incorporated in the third
draft of the Revised White Paper
on Arts & Culture inspires hope for
the theatre industry”, said Ismail
Mahomed.

“The Market Theatre Foundation
is a leader in the field of artistic
innovation and artistic excellence.

The Market Theatre Foundation
will host a roundtable with
interested theatre practitioners
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to discuss the Market Theatre
Foundation’s submission and
additional submissions that the
Market Theatre Foundation will
be making in respect of the dance
and music genres.
“As a multi-arts theatre that
presents work across different
genres we believe that we can
make a valuable contribution
in those genres too”, said Ismail
Mahomed.

Bamako Encounters invites
Market Photo Workshop
talent
Lekgetho Makola, the head of the
Market Photo Workshop has been
selected to serve on the curatorial
committee of the Bamako
Encounters that will be presented
in Mali during 2018. Organized
by the Malian Ministry of Culture
and the Institut Français, the 11th
edition of the Bamako Encounters
will take place from 2 December
2017 to 31 January 2018.
The curator of the 11th edition
of the Bamako Encounters,
Marie-Ann Yemsi, has chosen a
more collaborative approach and
has set up a Curatorial Advisory
Committee of members who

reflect the diverse and dynamic
range of cultural talents from the
African continent today.
“We are delighted that Lekgetho
Makola has been recognized as
one of the remarkable talents to
serve on the Curatorial Advisory
Committee of the Bamako
Encounters. This is one more
way in which the Market Photo
Workshop continues to strengthen
its partnerships on the African
continent”, said Ismail Mahomed,
CEO of the Market Theatre
Foundation.
Lekgetho Makola
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Youth
Connector at
Windybrow
Arts Centre
The Windybrow Arts Centre
continues to bubble with new life.
Last week, the Windybrow Arts
Centre was part of the inaugural
Youth Connector Tour which is
organized by the Walk My Jozi
initiative.
“It was a remarkable day in
which the Windybrow Arts
Centre became a vibrant hub to
connect youth from #Jeppestown,
#Alex, #InnerCity, #Diepsloot
and #Hillbrow”, said Maria-Paola
McGurk, a project leader of the
tour at the Windybrow Arts Centre.
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The youngsters aged 15-25 years
old explored the potential of
the Windybrow Arts Centre by
participating in performance artist
Anthea Moys’s Breathless Tour
which took them through the
various rooms at the Windybrow
Heritage House. They also
participated in a vegan cooking
workshop following a workshop
in which they expressed their
expectation about how the
Windybrow Arts Centre can serve
their aspirations.
The Youth Connector Tour was
organized in memory of KB - a
member of the One Love Skate

ARTS CENTRE

Expo. He died down the road a
few months ago at the Drill Hall.
We need to create #SafeSpaces for
our youngsters that allows them
to grow and explore themselves.
Hopefully this is the first of many
Youth Connector Tours”, said MariaPaola McGurk.
The Youth Connector Tour, a project
of the Walk My Jozi iniative is
supported by the Johannesburg
Development Agency.
The Windybrow Arts Centre is
#MoreThanATheatre
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BACK HOME AT THE MARKET
THEATRE
The Inconvenience
of Wings
an exploration of mental illness
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Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
15 June - 16 July 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

of depression of those who have
relatives suffering from bipolar
disorder will carry you through
the production with eyes glued to
the stage, absorbing every action,
every word and the literal madness
displayed on stage.”
- Edward Tsumele (Business Day)

“Even the most battle-hardened
theatre patrons will be rattled by
award-winning writer and director
Lara Foot’s latest production. The
Inconvenience of Wings cuts to the
bone when dissecting a difficult
condition in human existence –
mental illness. It challenges the
conscience, and yet engages the
mind in a way that makes you
want to sit throughout the oneand-half-hour run, even though
the subject is painful. Curiosity and
eagerness to understand the depth

The Inconvenience of Wings is
set in a landscape of memory
and dreams. The talented cast
comprises of highly acclaimed
actors Jennifer Steyn, Andrew
Buckland and Mncedisi Shabangu.
The production is currently playing
to a season of rave reviews and
standing ovations. This multiaward-winning play scooped the
boards at the annual Fleur du Cap
Awards.
#Wings

chasing chairs
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
14 July – 06 August
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00

A relationship of a refined and
artistic couple poised on the
cusp of both middle age and
a sometimes fragile sense of a
shifting of the previous certainties
of their lives in a time defined by
contestation over the validity of
perceptions of truth or reality is
at the heart of Chasing Chairs.
Written by Sue Pam-Grant and DJ
Grant; and directed by Sue PamGrant Chasing Chairs features Chi
Mhende and Theo Landey.
#ChasingChairs
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WALK THIS WAY WITH
SKHUMBA
Venue
John Kani
DateS
26 & 27 July 2017
TIME
Wed & Thu 20:10

14

With the success of his radio
show, Skhumba steps out of radio
and takes on a tough Newtown
audience at the Market Theatre
for a two-night comedy show with
some of South Africa’s favourite
comedians who will be announced
next week. Look out for Buzz for
comedy line up reveal.

ankobia
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
21 July - 13 August 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00

Directed by 2017 Standard Bank
Young Artist Award winner,
Monageng Motshabi, Ankobia
will premiere at the National Arts
Festival prior to a season at the
Market Theatre.
In the futuristic land of
Pelodikgadile, it is forbidden to
remember anything that happened
before the new state was formed.
The voices of those who used to
fight for land and truth and rights
have been muted and using an
invention called a zap machine
the people’s memories are kept in
check. The warriors of yesterday
are shadows of themselves and our
hero, Xhoi, is among them.
#Ankobia

Left: Monageng Vice Motshabi
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if we dig
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
5 - 27 August 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00

Set against the backdrop of student
uprisings and a complex societal
landscape If We Dig introduces us
to some unusual characters who
lived on the edges of a burgeoning
mining town, each with unique
stories of their struggles, dreams
and challenges, woven together in
a common humanity. Inspired by
the life and work of social historian
Luli Callinicos, If We Dig, unearths
real stories of the people who
created and shaped Johannesburg
and the country we live in. The
delicate multi-lingual piece directed
by Megan Willson is performed
by Fiona Ramsay and 2017 Sophie
Mgcina Award recipient, Lesedi
Job.
#IfWeDig

Left: Luli Callinicos
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TAMASHA ON HOPE
STREET
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
25 August - 24 September 2017
TIME
Thu - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

In Rajesh Gopie’s new play,
Tamasha on Hope Street Albert, a
Zimbabwean, is on the run after
xenophobic attacks. He ends up
in Chatsworth and gets a job as
a night watchman. His escape
to safety seems fulfilled until he
discovers Payal Payal, a young
street prostitute. The lives of Albert
and Payal collide with dramatic
repercussions. Tamasha on Hope
Street will be directed by Gopala
Davies.
#TamashaOnHopeStreet

Rajesh Gopie
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MY TRAVELLING BAG
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
9 September - 1 October 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:00

Internationally celebrated
storyteller Gcina Mhlophe
relates amusing tales of her
travels from her home-town of
Hammarsdale to places such as
Port Shepstone, Mount Frere,
Johannesburg, London, Basel,
Edinburgh, New York, Japan,
Canada and even Greenland.
Her lively performances and
inspirational messages are an
absolute gem!
#MyTravellingBag

Left: Gcina Mhlope
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When Ballet meets
jazz
Venue
John Kani
DateS
14 - 17 September 2017
TIME
Thu - Sat 20:00
Sun 15:00

When Ballet Meets Jazz is a unique
collaboration between classical
and contemporary dancers from
CuDanSA and Carstens Ireland
Ballet Studio; and a formidable
sextet of amazing Jazz musicians.
The musical repertoire will include
compositions by Abdullah Ibrahim,
Bheki Mseleku, Alan Silinga, Andre
Petersen, Pablo Lapidusas, Leo
Espinosa and Michael Buble. The
works presented include, among
others, some beautiful neo classical
and contemporary choreography
to amazing jazz standards as well
as ballet highlights like the Cygnets
from Swan Lake, and the ever
popular The Dying Swan.
#BalletMeetsJazz
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AT THE MARKET
PHOTO WORKSHOP!

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

21 Joburg – Memories
of Growing Up
A listening project by Maia Marie, Nomonde Mbusi and Mats Staub
“This is the transcendent aspect
of the project: it breaks the
boundaries of race, class and
culture and it allows people who
have grown up in disparate parts of
the world and sometimes in vastly
different circumstances to feel a
deep connection with another
human being.“
- Bongani Kona (Passages)  
			
When did you turn 21? What
happened in that year? How
did you become an adult? Since
2012 Swiss artist Mats Staub has
discussed these questions with a
large group of people of all ages.
Maia Marie and Nomonde Mbusi
have collaborated with him to give
the project a home in South Africa.
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They have recorded people’s
stories and then had them listen to
their own answers three months
later, while filming their facial
expressions. This has resulted in
the video installation 21 Joburg
– Memories of Growing Up, in
which the visitors can view and
listen to these video portraits
and stories, thus engaging in an
intimate moment in the lives of
the narrators of different ages and
various backgrounds, from Kotopi
1960 till Refilwe 2013.
21 Joburg includes 19 portraits
of people who live in Joburg,
in English, isiZulu, isiXhosa and
seSotho, as well as a selection of
portraits of people who live in
different European cities

Developed and presented with
financial support of Pro Helvetia
– Swiss Arts Council, Ernst Göhner
Stiftung, Migros-Kulturprozent,
Stadt Zürich Kultur, Kanton Zürich
Fachstelle Kultur
Exhibition Opening:
Date:		
Wednesday 5 July
Time:
18:00
Venue:
Gallery 1989 at the Market Photo
Workshop

Images sourced from the internet.
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PHOTO
WORKSHOP

In Conversation …
Photo Workshop Gallery
Market Photo Workshop
On Wednesday 28 June, the 2016
Tierney Bamako Award recipient,
Moussa Kalapo who is in residency
at the Market Photo Workshop
as a recipient of the 2016 Tierney
Bamako Award was in conversation
with Akona Kenqu about
Preserving Mali’s Photography
Archives. The Tierney Bamako
Award is the first ever Continental
Mentorship established in
partnership with the Tierney
Family Foundation and Bamako
Encounters.
Kalapo spoke about his experiences
working on the project NEH
Mali-Photo, for the preservation,
digitization and archiving of the
heritage of important African
photographers such as Malick
Sidibe, Abderahamane Sakaly,
Tijane Sitou and Adama Kouyate
and the state of photography
archives in Mali today.
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Born in 1983 in Bamako, Mali,
Moussa Kalapo studied accounting
and computer science at the
vocational training institute of
Sikasso and Bamako following
which he enrolled in 2010 at the
Center for Training in Photography
(CFP) in Bamako. Kalapo has carried
out photojournalism projects for
NGOs such as Swisscontact, One
Word, and Spana Mali. He has
also participated in photography
workshops and group exhibitions in
Mali and France.
He was selected for the Panafrican
Exhibition of the 10th edition
of the Bamako Biennale of
Photography, organized by Bisi Silva
of the Center for Contemporary Art
Lagos, which will feature his latest
project The Metaphor of Time.
Kalapo is the winner of the 2nd
Innovation Prize at the 3rd edition

of Quinzaine de la Photographie
in Benin in 2016 for his series
Modern Slavery. He is a contributor
to the world’s largest image bank,
Getty Images, and Co-founder and
active member of Collectif Images
Conceptuelles.
The Tierney Bamako Award
is a 15 months award to a
photographer from the African
continent selected by judges from
the 2015 Bamako Encounters. It
recognizes and rewards Africa’s
best photographers by providing
the winner with the financial and
infrastructural support necessary to
build on their existing photography
expertise

Moussa Kalapo (right) and
Patrick Selemane (left).
Image: © Sipho Gonxeka

Preserving Mali’s Photography
Archives: Moussa Kalapo in
conversation with Akona Kenqu.
Image: © Sipho Gonxeka
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In Jus’This
collaboration with
Market Theatre
Laboratory first
year students.
In Jus’This collaboration with
Market Theatre Laboratory first
year students.
Using live performance, the
Market Theatre Laboratory First
Years have created a response
to Tierney Fellow, Celimpilo
Mazibuko’s photo series entitled
“In Jus’this”. Mazibuko takes his
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home community of Palm Ridge,
Katlehong as his subject in this
photographic documentary project
that addresses question of historic
land injustice in South Africa. The
Market Theatre Laboratory First
Years’ performance brings the
images to life, giving context and
story to the people, structures
and homes captured in the

LABORATORY

photographs. The performance
takes place in the gallery, among
the photos themselves and will be
showing at various events hosted
by the Market Photo workshop
throughout July. This is the first of
a series of Market Lab and Photo
Workshop collaborations planned
for the rest of the year.
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Clara Travels
to Athens
I travelled to Athens in June
to attend the 2nd edition of
the Global Cultural Leadership
Programme convened by the
Cultural Diplomacy Platform.
This unique event for developing
leadership in international
collaboration was attended by
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40 delegates selected from 20
countries. It was a wonderful
opportunity to build meaningful
relationships and share practices
with cultural managers and artists
from around the world, and to gain
skills in cultural engagement. One
of the most exciting initiatives that

LABORATORY

developed out of this programme
is a platform for countries from the
global south to create partnerships
and collaborations. I look forward
to building on the opportunities,
learnings and relationships that
started at this tremendously
enriching forum.
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TOURS AND EXCURSIONS
MARKET THEATRE TOURS
The Market Theatre tours include
a tour of the newly-built Market
Square that houses the Market
Theatre Laboratory and Market
Photo Workshop.
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The Market Photo Workshop
was established around 1989
by a group of photographers
headed by legendary South
African photographer David

Goldblatt. The establishment of the
Workshop was inspired by curiosity
of young black photography
enthusiasts from townships around
Johannesburg who were regular

visitors to the The Photographers
Gallery in the Market Theatre in the
late 1980s.
The Market Theatre Laboratory is
the brainchild of Barney Simon, the
co-founder of the Market Theatre
and John Kani, the Ambassador of the
Market Theatre Foundation. The idea
for the Market Theatre Laboratory
was born in response to the needs
of the community theatre sector for
high quality training, and to provide
a seedbed for the creation of new
South African plays. John Kani, then
Associate Artistic Director of the
Market Theatre, raised funds from
the Rockefeller Foundation to set up
the Lab.
Find out these and other interesting
facts about the Market Theatre on
the weekly Wednesday tours.
The 90-minute tours start at 11:00. To
book a tour, call Busi Letwaba at 011
832 1641 or online at
www.markettheatre.co.za
#MTFtours
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market theatre
personalities

up close and personal with...

Joseph Tshitso - driver
Q:	What drives you to wake up
in the morning and come to
work?
A: 	I want to simply provide a
better future for my kids. I
love what I do at work. It gives
me pride that each day my
contribution in the workforce
at the Market Theatre
Foundation makes a difference.
Q: 	What do you do when you’re
not at work?
A	I engage in different activities
that keep me entertained and
close to my family. I enjoy
watching movies with my kids.
Q:	Given a chance to change one
thing in the Arts and Culture
industry, what would it be?
A: The arts industry has different
spheres and I wish to see them
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linking with each other and
standing together to move
the arts to the highest and
respected level regardless of
genre.
Q: What does your job entail?
A: A lot of driving and filing.
Q: Where do you see yourself in 5
years
A: I would love to complete my
schooling and attain a degree.
I would also like to grow a
career at the Market Theatre
Foundation.
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man crush
mondays
Andrew Buckland
After tripping and falling into theatre as a student in 1974, Andrew Buckland
has been active both as a theatre maker and as an actor performing in a
range of theatre, film and television roles in both classical and contemporary
genres. Earlier this year he received the Fleur du Cap Best Actor award for his
performance in The Inconvenience of Wings. (Currently playing at the Market
Theatre. See page 12)
Highlights of his career include his performance as Hamlet for SABC, and
three Fringe First Awards from the Edinburgh Festival. During this time he has
also developed a reputation for producing an extraordinary range of cutting
edge original work which has won over 20 national and international theatre
awards. He has been a key figure in the Rhodes University Drama Department
since 1992, serving as head of department from 2010 to 2013.
In 2008/9 he played the role of Sgt Pepper in the Cirque du Soleil Las Vegas
production of LOVE The Beatles . Andrew continues to engage strongly in
the creation of new works and recent collaborations include Crazy in Love
with Conspiracy of Clowns (winner of best international production at the
Amsterdam Fringe) as well as Tobacco and the Harmful Effects Thereof for
the Fortune Cookie Theatre Company. For his performance as Ivan he was
nominated as Best Actor for the Fleur du Cap Awards and won Best Actor at
the Woordfees Awards, 2016. At the Baxter in recent years he performed in
Scrooge and Tobacco, and the Harmful Effects Thereof.
Don’t miss his his highly acclaimed and award winning performance in Lara
Foot’s The Inconvenience of Wings.
#MCM
#ManCrushMonday
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woman crush
wednesdays
Kate Liquorish
Kate Liquorish has starred in over 20 stage productions over the last
10 years including the highly acclaimed Crepuscule, My name is Rachel
Corrie, The Miser, Foursight and The Girl in the Yellow Dress. She has
received 5 stage award nominations: Fleur du Cap nominations for
Best Actress, twice for Best Supporting Actress and Best Performance
in a One Person Show as well as a Naledi Nomination for Best Play for
Young Audiences. She won the Brett Goldin Bursary and spent 6 weeks
at the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford in 2015. She’s appeared
in numerous television shows: most recently in Bantu Hour, Those Who
Can’t and Z’Bondiwe. Her film credits include Gavin Hood’s Eye in the Sky,
Catching Feelings and Madiba in which she plays Ruth First alongside
Laurence Fishburne.
Kate Liqourish teaches at the Market Theatre Laboratory.
#WCW
#WomanCrushWednesday
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Bon voyage
On Monday 27 June the Market Theatre hosted a Bon Voyage
reception for the four Market Theatre productions that will
be at the 2017 National Arts Festival in Grahamstown: TAU,
Ankobia and Market Theatre Laboratory productions, Hani and
Pop I Cherri.
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Market Theatre Foundation at the
residency of the Ambassador of the
Netherlands
On the 12 June 2017 the Market Theatre management was hosted to a lunch by Marisa
Gerards, the Ambassador of the Netherlands to explore collaborations. Watch the
forthcoming editions of Buzz for details.

The Market Theatre Foundation team Ismail
Mahomed (CEO), Zama Buthelezi (Brand and
Communications Manager), Lekgetho Makola
(Head: Market Photo Workshop), Khona Dlamini
(Manager: Project and Programmes), Mika
Conradie (Manager: Public Programmes and
Development) with the Ambassador of the
Netherlands, Marisa Gerards.
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KKK
opening
night
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Market Theatre Foundation
attends USA Independence
Day Celebrations
The Market Theatre Foundation was represented with a high level team at the US
Embassy’s independence Celebrations held on Friday 30 June. In attendance were Council
Chairperson, Kwanele Gumbi, Market Theatre Foundation’s CEO Ismail Mahomed, CFO
Christine McDonald and Artistic Director James Ngcobo. The Market Theatre Foundation
has a committed cultural partnership with the US Embassy. Over the past few years,
through funding from the US Embassy, Ngcobo has directed three productions at the
Market Theatre during the Black History Month observations held in February each year.
His most recent production wasa Jeff Stetson’s The Meeting.
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HANI at the
national arts
festival
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pop i cherri at the
national arts
festival
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Market Square
directions:
FOUNDATION
For more information
about the Market Theatre
Foundation, please visit
www.markettheatre.co.za

Telephone : 011 832 1641
138 Lillian Ngoyi Street
Newtown, Johannesburg

Directions to The Market Theatre Foundation, The
Market Square, 138 Lillian Ngoyi (previously Bree)
Street, between Miriam Makeba and Margaret
Mcingana streets
Co-ordinates: -26.201984, 28.032706
Co-ordinates: -26.200834, 28.032294
• Take Jan Smuts Ave off ramp from M1 south.
• Continue over Empire Rd, past Wits and over 		
Mandela Bridge.
• At the first traffic light after the Mandela Bridge, 		
turn right into Carr Street.
• At the next traffic light turn left into Miriam Makeba
Street.
• At the next traffic light turn right into the Newtown
Junction Mall road, City Lodge Hotel on the right.
• Continue to the right around the traffic circle into
the Mall’s underground parking garage.
• When you come out of the parking garage using 		
the lift or escalator the Market Theatre is to the
east of the parking area in the direction of the 		
water fountain in the Mall’s square. Walk past The
Potato Shed and through the gate. Then turn right
towards the Market main entrance. Please ask the
security / ushers if you feel unsure.
• To get to the Market Square, continue past the
Market Theatre building, cross the road (Lillian 		
Ngoyi Street) and you will see the Market Square
entrance towards your left – diagonally across the
road from the Market Theatre building.
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